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the benefit of doing this is that the exports extension works for any kind of synthesizer, including vsts. since its a c interface, the way that it should work is that you can call the generated c methods from c# code. in fact, you can call the c# methods through p/invoke, but to do that, you
need to add an attribute to the c type - [native] - the idea being that the clr can then cast the c type to the generated c# proxy type. * the eventsource api has been entirely rewritten to the new system.runtime.interopservices.nativememory apis provided by .net core . if you are a new

eventsource consumer using.net framework 4.5, these apis can be very useful, but they are not supported under xamarin studio. an alternative will be available in a future xamarin studio release. moving forward, microsoft has started to define its api expectations more clearly. for
example, xamarin studio has always required the uselegacyapi:true attribute on handlers to prevent consumers from taking advantage of the latest changes. this has been kept up for api versions but would need to be reworked if the api changed. with.net core and the new apis it is likely

that the latter approach will be abandoned. similarly, our own eventsource is still being shipped for.net framework and.net standard, because it has always had a third-party developer license. however, this will stop if the api makes it to a stable version of.net core, in which case the
eventsource class itself will be updated.
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